Walking Tall

by Russell Korenko and Clint Zweek

As many as 30 police cars in response to a disturbance call at Sigma Tau Gamma fraternity house Sept. 24.

Sigma Tau Gamma police say Brian K. Jenkins, 24, both of St. Louis, were arrested, charged with battery and fail to obey a police officer and resisting arrest. Ketcham was also charged with resisting a police officer and failure to comply. These individuals were reviewed, but released after posting of $500 bond. Jenkins was released. Tonight on a $400 bond, Ketcham and Jenkins are our students at SLU-St. Louis.

The Sigma Tau Gamma frat house was then attending " é tcham 39 party. 3 and the fair was held in conjunction with the social events low. We're gonna see the quick to our call for assistance by the Big River Police — before things get out of hand!" Kordus said.

Sig Tau President Responds, Preventive Measures Included In Future Plans

by Russell Korenko and Clint Zweek of The Current Staff

Measures will be taken to prevent similar incidents from happening again. Students living in the fraternity house will be required to sign a "security agreement" promising to abide by the house's regulations. The regulations include: never using or possessing any weapons, and no alcohol allowed in the house at any time.

The Sigma Tau house was under the supervision of the university's security staff when the incident occurred. The Sigma Tau house is one of the largest on the St. Louis campus, with over 1,000 members. The event allowed his fraternity house to become more accessible to the University community, and to be used for a variety of purposes, including social events and fundraising.

The Sigma Tau house is located on 6950 Natural Ridge Road, and is pictured above. Thirty police cars responded to a fight at "Bench Blast," one of the fraternity's party houses. Two arrests were made.

Chancellor Stresses Partnership in State Of University Address

by Clint Zweek

UM-St. Louis Chancellor Blanche Touhill said the university will continue to develop partnerships with other institutions in the St. Louis region.

"We are committed to continuing this partnership with others in the region to further the university's mission of providing a high-quality education that prepares students for success in a global society," she said.

Touhill said the partnership will also allow the university to continue to develop partnerships with other institutions in the region, including St. Louis Community College and the Missouri College of Science and Technology.

"Our goal is to continue to build on the strong relationships we have already established with other institutions," she said.
WIN $5,000*
EVERY DAY FOR
DOING
WHAT YOU’D DO
ANYWAY:
CALL YOUR PARENTS
COLLECT.

It’s as easy as dialing
1-800-COLLECT, instead of zero, when you make a collect call.
It’s the 1-800-COLLECT $5,000 DAILY GIVEAWAY.
Just complete your collect call between August 30 and September 28, and you’ll have a chance to share $5,000 with the person whose number you’re calling.

Call as often as you like. There are winners every day.
You’ll also save up to 44% with 1-800-COLLECT.
It’s America’s Inexpensive Way To Call Someone Collect. Use it every time you make a long distance collect call. That’s all there is to it.
Bet you call Mom and Dad more than ever.

THE 1-800-COLLECT $5,000 DAILY GIVEAWAY

PRIZE GIVEAWAY (FROM 8130193 THROUGH 9128193 (30 DAYS), 1-S00-COLLECT WILL CALL TWENTY-FIVE TIMES EACH BUSINESS DAY, BETWEEN 12:00 MIDNIGHT AND 11:59 P.M. EDT UP TO THE FOLLOWING 12:00 MIDNIGHT, 11:59 P.M. EDT, FOR EACH GIVEAWAY PERIOD. THE DAILY PRIZE WILL BE $5,000. CALLING JANUARY 1993 THROUGH DECEMBER 1993. PRIZE IS $5,000, DIVIDED EQUALLY BETWEEN CALLER AND RECIPIENT.

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS, INCLUDING RULES AND INFORMATION, ARE AVAILABLE AT ANY TIME TO ANYONE WHO IS INTERESTED. JUST CALL 1-S00-COLLECT. A DAILY RECIPIENT WILL BE DRAWN RANDOMLY FROM AMONG ELIGIBLE MAIL-IN ENTRY REMAINDERS TAKEN EACH BUSINESS DAY DURING THE DAILY GIVEAWAY PERIOD. THE DAILY GIVEAWAY PERIOD IS FROM 12:00 MIDNIGHT, 11:59 P.M. EDT, EACH BUSINESS DAY, THROUGH 11:59 P.M. EDT ON THE FOLLOWING BUSINESS DAY, TO ENTER CALL 1-S00-COLLECT, OR MAIL ENTRY REMAINS TO: 1-S00-COLLECT, 1900 COMMERCE STREET, 10TH FLOOR, DALLAS, TX 75201. EACH DAILY ENTRY PER DAY MUST BE MAILED SEPARATELY. NO MECHANICALLY REPRODUCED ENTRIES ALLOWED. ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY 5 P.M. EST, ON THE BUSINESS DAY FOLLOWING THE GIVEAWAY DATE.

THE POTENTIAL WINNER WILL BE NOTIFIED BY PHONE OR MAIL. THE POTENTIAL WINNER WILL BE IN ALLOCATED FOR EACH DAILY GIVEAWAY PERIOD. THE POTENTIAL WINNER MUST SIGN A DECLARATION OF ELIGIBILITY AND INDEMNITY FORM, WHICH MUST BE RETURNED BY 5 PM EST ON THE BUSINESS DAY FOLLOWING THE GIVEAWAY DATE. THE POTENTIAL WINNER WILL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY AND ALL TAXES ASSOCIATED WITH RECIPIENT'S/winners/losses. THE POTENTIAL WINNER WILL BE ASKED TO SIGN AND RETURN A WRITTEN MALFORTIFIED RECEIPT CONFIRMING THAT HE/ SHE OR COMPANY, WHOSE NAME APPEARS ON THE TELEPHONE BILL FOR THE TELEPHONE NUMBER OF INDIVIDUAL ENTERED, HAS AGREED TO BE BOUND BY THE OFFICIAL RULES AND DECISIONS OF THE PROMOTER. COMPLETE A ROLLING AVERAGE OF 20,000,000 POTENTIAL WINNERS WILL BE DRAWN EACH BUSINESS DAY. ALL POTENTIAL WINNERS WILL BE NOTIFIED BY PHONE OR MAIL, AS THEIR ENTRY IS COMPLETED.

EACH DAILY PRIZE IS $5,000, DIVIDED EQUALLY BETWEEN CALLER AND RECIPIENT. THE DAILY PRIZE WILL BE TRANSFERRED TO THE POTENTIAL RECIPIENT ON THE NEXT BUSINESS DAY FOLLOWING THE GIVEAWAY DATE. THE POTENTIAL WINNER WILL BE IN ALLOCATED FOR EACH DAILY GIVEAWAY PERIOD. THE POTENTIAL WINNER MUST SIGN A DECLARATION OF ELIGIBILITY AND INDEMNITY FORM, WHICH MUST BE RETURNED BY 5 PM EST ON THE BUSINESS DAY FOLLOWING THE GIVEAWAY DATE. THE POTENTIAL WINNER WILL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY AND ALL TAXES ASSOCIATED WITH RECIPIENT'S/winners/losses. THE POTENTIAL WINNER WILL BE ASKED TO SIGN AND RETURN A WRITTEN MALFORTIFIED RECEIPT CONFIRMING THAT HE/ SHE OR COMPANY, WHOSE NAME APPEARS ON THE TELEPHONE BILL FOR THE TELEPHONE NUMBER OF INDIVIDUAL ENTERED, HAS AGREED TO BE BOUND BY THE OFFICIAL RULES AND DECISIONS OF THE PROMOTER. COMPLETE A ROLLING AVERAGE OF 20,000,000 POTENTIAL WINNERS WILL BE DRAWN EACH BUSINESS DAY. ALL POTENTIAL WINNERS WILL BE NOTIFIED BY PHONE OR MAIL, AS THEIR ENTRY IS COMPLETED.

1. ENTERING BY PHONE: 1-S00-COLLECT. CALL 1-800-COLLECT. YOU WILL BE ASKED TO ENTER TO JOIN THE DAILY GIVEAWAY. YOU WILL BE ASKED TO ENTER A PRIZE OF $5,000, DIVIDED EQUALLY BETWEEN CALLER AND RECIPIENT. THE WRITTEN MALFORTIFIED RECEIPT CONFIRMING THAT HE/ SHE OR COMPANY, WHOSE NAME APPEARS ON THE TELEPHONE BILL FOR THE TELEPHONE NUMBER OF INDIVIDUAL ENTERED, HAS AGREED TO BE BOUND BY THE OFFICIAL RULES AND DECISIONS OF THE PROMOTER. COMPLETE A ROLLING AVERAGE OF 20,000,000 POTENTIAL WINNERS WILL BE DRAWN EACH BUSINESS DAY. ALL POTENTIAL WINNERS WILL BE NOTIFIED BY PHONE OR MAIL, AS THEIR ENTRY IS COMPLETED.

2. ENTERING BY MAIL: ENTER AS MANY TIMES AS YOU DESIRE. ENTER EACH GIVEAWAY PERIOD SEPARATELY. EACH DAILY ENTRY PER DAY MUST BE MAILED SEPARATELY. NO MECHANICALLY REPRODUCED ENTRIES ALLOWED. ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY 5 PM EST, ON THE BUSINESS DAY FOLLOWING THE GIVEAWAY DATE.

3. GENERAL RULES: PROMOTER MAKES NO WARRANTY OR REPRESENTATION THAT PRIZES WILL BE AVAILABLE TO ALL CALLERS. PROMOTER RESERVES THE RIGHT TO MODIFY, SUSPEND OR TERMINATE THE PROMOTION, IF NEEDED, AS PROMOTER MATHEMATICAL, STATISTICAL OR OTHER TECHNICAL PROBLEMS OCCUR OR IF THERE IS ANY OTHER TROUBLE WITH THE PROMOTION. PROMOTER IS NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERROR, DAMAGE OR LIABILITY RESULTING FROM DELAYS, MISTAKES, MACHINES, PHONE SYSTEMS OR OTHER CAUSES BEYOND PROMOTER'S CONTROL. PROMOTER IS NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERROR, DAMAGE OR LIABILITY resulting FROM DELAYS, MISTAKES, MACHINES, PHONE SYSTEMS OR OTHER CAUSES BEYOND PROMOTER'S CONTROL. PROMOTER IS NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERROR, DAMAGE OR LIABILITY resulting FROM DELAYS, MISTAKES, MACHINES, PHONE SYSTEMS OR OTHER CAUSES BEYOND PROMOTER'S CONTROL.
Bel-Ridge Police Make Their Point, But Does SGA President, Greeks Get It?

by Russell Korando

One of the many signs on campus advertising fraternity names, "No Solicitors," It was made for the day when boredom set in at Sigma Phi as an effort to assure pledges to join their final dress week. In the wee hours of the morning Sept. 13, seven Bel-Ridge police officers found themselves surrounded by some 400 partygoers, general Sigma Tau Gamma's "Beach Bluff." The officers were responding to a report of a fight at the party. They were in the process of arresting two men, later booked on charges, the crowd closed on in Bel-Ridge Police Chief Richard Galleano and his officers.

"All of a sudden, the crowd started closing in on us," Galleano said. "Now, you've got people swarming you, with you're trying to "Tuff someone. "Schools teach that with that many people for something like that, you've got to expect a situation." Galleano has been the chief for a year and a half, and a number of the officers have been with him. He said he supported UMSL's IUSS

"It's no problem at all," Galleano said. "What I'm trying to do is act quickly. I'm going to take a beating for saying this, but this time, the proper amount of force to some extent, the was used.

"You know, because no one has filed a complaint since the incident, I don't think Galleano, Sigma Tau Gamma's membership president, both said this incident was unfounded. It was a Greek system, masters. Furthermore, contrary to Greeks to systems.

"The systems involved, the good work, they only get noticed if something goes wrong," he said.

"What is right about packing nickels to have a social party is that we do everything, looking for nickels, looking for any of the many people in too small of an area? And why does it matter? And why does it matter to us?"

"We also should be allowed to welcome students from other universities to their parties. Mutual aid agreements are encouraged to include student groups in their social events."

"The 30 organizations on this campus are encouraged to host events which serve St. Louis as well as the campus community," said Masters. "An invitation from St. Louis University's Washington University events to come to a party sponsored by an UM-St. Louis fraternity, since there is no news."

"What kind of an impression would it be if you could not participate in another university's events?"

"UM-St. Louis, the non-traditionally urban university, is in dire need of organizations whose goal is increasing student involvement. The fraternity was able to get a 400-party to participate at a party held by a recognized campus organization. Running Sigma Tau Gamma's problem was like having the band that builds you. And there are not too many on this campus."

"Nick, president of Sigma Tau Gamma, said the fraternity would not restrict the parties to the social side of the university. The fraternity was looking for students to come to a party sponsored by Sigma Tau Gamma, since there is no news."

"The Current welcomes letters to the editor on the following sentence: 'The Current welcomes letters to the editor on subjects of interest to its readers.'"

"This sentence is fine for any newspaper. The Current can be used to reach Mr. Sundine, as is the University of Missouri-St. Louis. It would be correct with the use of 'rational' in this sentence."

"In any case, Mr. Sundine did not do well to start with a remedial paper before he seriously pagination to become one of Missouri's secondary English teachers.

"Lastly, Carol White."

"P. S. Sundine's card which appeared in our first issue, and which Mr. Sundine apparently read, is 'the line which appeared in our second issue, and Mr. White apparently read, '"
HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

ENTREPRENEURIAL STUDENT. PART-TIME. YOU MAKE YOUR OWN TIME SCHEDULE. BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY WITH A CONSUMER ELECTRONICS COMPANY. GREAT FINANCIAL REWARDS AND OPPORTUNITY TO MEET PEOPLE. CALL FOR APPT. PAT OR KAREN 822-4649 OR 822-4272.

PART-TIME POSITIONS AVAILABLE AT OLD SPAGHETTI FACTORY. AND Sunchase Landing. Needed are energetic, enthusiastic and hard working individuals. Candidates must be neat in appearance and personable. If you would like to work in a fun atmosphere with a great team in a restaurant dedicated to high standards, apply in person between 1 and 5 P.M. daily. OLD SPAGHETTI FACTORY. 727 NORTH FIRST STREET, ST. LOUIS, MO 63102. Please use service entrance.

MISCELLANEOUS

Greeks and clubs, raise up to $1,000 in just one week! For your fraternities, sororities and clubs. Plus $1,000 for yourself! And a free t-shirt. Call 1-800-932-0528 ext. 70.


TRAVEL SALES! SunChase Ski & Beach Breaks is accepting applications for Campus Reps. Earn $500 and FREE TRIPS, 1-800-SUNCHASE.

STUDENT. FREE WEEKEND GETAWAY! Travel to meet friends face to face!! Co-sponsored by Career Placement Service & The Alumni Association.
UM-St. Louis Plans To Give Facelift For Campus Athletics
by Russell Konоде
editor-in-chief

The condition of Don Daniel Missouri Field is much shapely, play- ers from the men’s and women’s soccer team say. It is the new field they have played on all year. The condition of the field is related to the amount of activity that takes place on it. Ideally, Daniel Missouri Field should only be played on by soccer and women’s teams, but both squad also use it for a practice field.

Rich Meckfessel, UM-St. Louis’ athletic director and men’s basketball coach, said the university also had two youth soccer programs use the field.

“We’re part of the campus community, and it’s a good idea to have kids come in and use our field,” Meckfessel said. “Some of the kids that play here, look up to the players in our two soccer programs.”

In July, a team of researchers from Saint Louis University, Inc., reported on what is called “The Master Plan” to University officials. The plan outlines several proposed changes to the physical structure of the campus—including University Athletics.

Even though the plan is still five years away from being implemented, Meckfessel said he is in favor of it and that it will eventually affect athletics at UM-St. Louis.

“When I met with the planners last year, I asked some tough questions. Meckfessel said. “The first thing I asked was, how are we going to play our new fields?”

The planners heard Meckfessel’s concerns loud and clear. When MetroLink is completed, there will be a new field under development on campus at A.T&T’s Park, but there is a new field under development on Memorial Field.

“I wasn’t involved with these nego- tiations,” Meckfessel said, referring to UM-St. Louis’ acquiring the softball field for men’s baseball to make for an ideal practice facility.

“They have an infield, now, but they can’t play a regular game on it because after the infield there is a large drop-off.”

Meckfessel said he is not sure yet how the new field will be used, but ideally, athletic director Caulfield said it will be used for a practice field.
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Chancellor Throsby Throws Bash At Residence For New Students

UM-St. Louis student Chad Reichelderfer had to rush right up to the center at the podium when he read his poem at "The Garden Canary" as a polished performer.

by Diana Davis
for The Current

Lumig, the university literary magazine sponsored by Open Mike's performance night, slated Slam, at J.C. Pfanstiehl Audtobama East Tuesday. Poets who entered the main rooms by painting some kind of picture in the history of their community without barriers.

I'm always trying to use story as a foundation to incorporate the history of the richest histories we've ever heard.

The best way to learn about the legacy of the African-American culture is so deep and abiding interest was chosen by my peers.

"Reading my poetry is like old chasers coming from the house that had to be broken to that skeleton.

"Reading my poetry is like old chasers coming from the house that had to be broken to that skeleton."

I'm always trying to use story as a foundation to incorporate the history of the richest histories we've ever heard.

Poetry "Slam"ed By Litmag

by Stacy Kardasz
at The Current staff

"I wish people had a sense of reverence, honor and respect for people who are different from us."

-Rev. Robert W. Tabscott
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"Poetry "Slam"ed By Litmag"

Points To On Per On The Reasons With Weddings

by Rev. Robert M. Tabscott

St. Louis has, without a doubt, one of the richest histor­ical traditions in the arts, literature and history of any com­munity in the country, Tabscott said.

Tabscott believes everyone has a high experience and understands the history of their community without barriers.

"My deep and abiding interest was in the fact that Tabscott said he fails to see any reason for the St. Louis community to use those traditions to educate, to sometimes express his view of those traditions and attaching biweekly Tuesday commentaries on KWNU.

"I'm always looking and feeling forward to what is coming up, it looks like you have done a tremendous job of giving some kind of picture in their lives in this way.
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"I wish people had a sense of reverence, honor and respect for people who are different from us.
Students born in Hispanic-Latino events with members of the community who are interested in the same staff.

"We typically attract a group of people interested in Spanish culture, either by major or by heritage," HSLLA officer Amy Paul said. "We promote events and local professors from speakers to oferees to speakers. All is better the awareness of the Hispanic culture here in St. Louis in the city really popular here."

Ok, now but that you know that it's Hispanic Heritage Month, and you know who HSLLA is, I bet you're wondering what they do. Well the main goal of HSLLA is to raise money to sponsor scholarships to qualified UI-St. Louis applicants. Applications for these scholarships are available at any HSLLA member or chair of a HSLLA member attending this university. You are required to be studying the Spanish culture or language to apply. An alternative to this requirement is to present an essay on a Spanish topic in the organization. This essay must be a course, written in Spanish. Oh, one more thing, you'll have to have at least a 3.25 grade point average to apply.

So, maybe you've saved up the money for your tuition at your summer job at Shop and Save and you don't need your back to it. There's still a lot of other cool activities to take part in.

Especially since this is National Hispanic Latino Heritage Month, every Friday night, HSLLA sponsors a night at the movies. They hold it in the J.C. Penny building, and guess what kind of movies they show? "One up! Spanish movie! On Sept 28, they will be showing "Labyrinth of Pasion." I don't know about you, but that second title definitely sounds interesting.

If you've already got plans Friday night then you've got fun, there's stuff planned for Saturday also. On Sept 29, HSLLA will present Mariachi "Jolteo." It's a mariachi band and they're supposed to be really good. This event will be held in the J.C. Penny building and a donation of $2 will be accepted. Now that I've got you psyched up to check it out, you need all the info to visit their local Student Activities Office or show up at one of their events. Tell 'em you heard about it on the Corner.

NEW AND IMPROVED Starting next week I'll be the new watchdog for up and coming student organization activities. So if your student group has something going on and you want everyone to know about it then let me know. You can reach the Current, 553-5175. I'll put the news out in a new calendar called "Cornerstuffs." It's the sort of thing, so keep your eyes peeled.

"We're really happy that we went with "Megadeth," Wargo said. "Because they have such a commitment to their band, they have their own labels and other bands, we think that Megadeth is very high in their music. On our decision, we have just put them on the jacket than other.

Building, approximately 60 employees will attend that year, and you should plan to attend both days. Watch for details about the next job fair in March 1994. Remember, just because you have a rare chance to visit face to face with members, you should take advantage of the opportunity and attend Career Days mentioned above. Who knows, you may get a job offer.

If you have a question to 308 Woods or call 553-5100.

Career Placement Job Fair Sept 21, 22; Tips For Success Q. I've heard that job fair area valuable tool as an employment search. What is the best way to work a job fair and when one is at a USDL.

A. Job fairs definitely are an excellent job search strategy. You allow the opportunity to find out about an organization, what types of positions are available and the qualifications of the job.

There are three things to remember when working a job fair. First, dress professionaly! Even impressions count. Second, take plenty of copies of your resume. Third, talk with those organizations that most interest you first, but visit with as many employers as possible. Don't forget to pick up company literature and ask for an interview at a later date. If you will not be able to attend the fair, but you prepare to answer questions about yourself, your skills and abilities.

Career Placement Services is involved in several job fairs each year. Career Days will be held on Sept 21, and 22, in the J.C. Penny building, approximately 60 employees will attend that year, and you should plan to attend both days. Watch for details about the next job fair in March 1994. Remember, just because you have a rare chance to visit face to face with one employee, you should take advantage of the opportunity and attend Career Days mentioned above. Who knows, you may get a job offer. If you have a question to 308 Woods or call 553-5100.

The Macintosh Color Classic it offers a bright, sharp, solid "Britoilin display. It's compact enough to fit on any desk. And right now, this already affordable model is available at an unheard-of price. You can get special financing with the Apple Computer Loan—to make owning one even easier. Visit your Apple Computer Reseller today for the power more college students choose. The power to be your best.
What do you think?

The Postman Always Shoots Twice

Lately, the news has been filled with stories of postal employees going nuts and gunning down co-workers. What's your take on these incidents?

John Simpson Chicago

"Thank God! I've all my mail delivered by carrier pigeons."

Albert Vendurcombe<br>San Francisco

"I don't know what the fuss is about. My mailman is a bear, and he only shoots people if her she's drunk or upset."

Pat DeSiminer<br>San Francisco

"I guess this explains the quirky of birds valued on my St. Louis magazine."

Dorri Peason<br>Portland

"These recent postal numbers aren't really as disturbing as the daily view of decapitations in Detroit City Чеche shop.

"Those who were once said broke the teeth are fake. Don't try to wrench A. Just accept it."

I had to try blow the night before a big test!

Will it be ok?

My grade depends on this!

I probably should've studied.

The Cultural Idioiq Quiz Answers

[Crossword puzzle with answers]

R rethink the

Frontiers

of your
country and your mind

Imaging America: Sources and Metaphors of Frontier Culture

In celebration of the 30th anniversary of the founding of UM-St. Louis, the Center for Humanities has invited six distinguished and diverse scholars to reflect on and rethink our understanding of the frontier both as cultural image or historical experience.

Thursday, September 23 • 1:16 J.C. Penney Continuing Education Building

10:45-11:00 a.m. Opening Remarks - Chancellor Blanche M. Trumbull

11:00 a.m.-12:15 p.m. Professor Ramon Guiterrez, Ethnic Studies, University of California-San Diego

"The Making of an American Identity: Inventor an Asian in the West"

2:00-3:15 p.m. Professor Sarah Deacon, History Department, Clark University

"Dreams of Exclusion: Gender, Race, and Narratives of the Frontier"

3:00-4:45 p.m. Professor Gerald Vizenor, Native American Studies, University of California-Berkeley

"Talking Through Tribal Names and Remembrance"

7:30 p.m. Keynote Speaker - J.C. Penney Auditorium

Professor Henry Louis Gates, Jr., Afro-American Studies, Harvard University

"The Making of an American Identity: Inventing an African in America"

"Dreams of Inclusion: Gender, Race, and Narratives of the Frontier"

Friday, September 24 • Convocation Hall, Pierre Laclede Honors College

10:00-11:15 a.m. Professor Martha Sandweiss, Mood Museum, Amherst

"Imagery or Artifacts: Prints and Photographs of the 19th Century West"

11:30-12:45 p.m. Professor William Cronon, History Department, University Wisconsin-Madison

"Telling Tales on Caves: Landscapes of Frontier Change"

Admission Free For UM-St. Louis Students Show Your Student I.D. To Be Admitted

Apartment: $285

Most furnished 1 bedroom, 2 rooms, efficiency, new appliances, new carpet, some furnished. 6 months or 1 year lease. $380-$525. Or 2 bedrooms, 1 bath apartment: $515-$559. 381-8797 Bermuda Heights, St. Louis 63115

JUST A LITTLE REMINDER FROM WENDY...

THE BEST VALUE IS STILL AT YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD WENDY'S. RIGHT ACROSS THE STREET FROM UM-ST. LOUIS.

TRY OUR NEW MONTEREY RANCH CHICKEN SANDWICH

Remember 10% discount for UM-St. Louis Students
Tenacious Rivermen Scare Number One Florida Tech., Fall Short In Overtime 3-2

by Russell Korando

fortress of steel: #1 Todd Rickil and teammates prepare to stop a Florida Tech. scoring opportunity.

The Rivermen got goalline attempts on "injury" over #2 Doug Wines and five-time starter Jeff Kriner. Wines, a fifth-year senior, has severely aggra­ vated his groin, but kept his man marked tight throughout the 120 minutes. Kriner used his size (5' 11", 370 pounds) to bring bodies in the goal area.

Senior Gayle Abbas got the Rivermen off the right foot with 19:00 left in the first half, before being brought down just outside the goal area. Eddie Enders, who thinks he is the best player on our team," Kriner said. "He does have some shots that he may be able to go into goal or even turn over Cartwright's head into the goal." The Rivermen gave Cartwright's head the wrong address. "They're an explosive team," coach stated. "They're tough to stop in our defensive end. You don't get a goa­ l, and that's it." He added. "They run over us. When we change our game, their enthusiasm was un­ reached—on the field and on the bench—has been seen from an UMSL" team in years."

See Soccer, page 10

USML Sports Notebook

compiled by Corey Schroeder and Pete DiPetro

Golf Team Wins Capital Bank/Crest Classic Cup

The UMSL St. Louis team came from behind to win the Capital Bank/Crest Classic Cup which was hosted by Southern Missouri State Sept. 10-11.

The Rivermen, the only Division II school that played in the classic, finished fourth with 61 strokes in the Missouri tournament. They were tied for seventh after one round but had scored back with a 209 stroke average to capture the victory in the final round.

Junior David Redmond led the way forued in the individual division with a 70 and 74 for a 144 total.

Softball Team Still Searching For Players

The UMSL-St. Louis softball team is still in need of female athletes with experience to contribute. If you are interested, contact Brinnbaugh at 441-4499.

Hustled Rivermen Goalie Battle Ranges On

The UMSL-St. Louis men's soccer team has been blessed with two goalkeepers in Justin Gould (left) and Sophie Hudson (right). Gould, an only one can protect the goal from a quality team like Florida Tech. He is also very good off the pitch, but he needs to pick up the ball more often to make sure we will not see another wide open net by a few feet.

They're an explosive team," coach stated. "They're tough to stop in our defensive end. You don't get a goal, and that's it." He added. "They run over us. When we change our game, their enthusiasm was not reached—on the field and on the bench—has been seen from an UMSL team in years."

See Soccer, page 10

Surging Riverwomen "Blow Away" Southwest Baptist

by Pete DiPetro

associate sports editor

Sporadically by 5-6-inch outside-side-sider Michelle Bow, the UMSL-St. Louis volleyball team defeated Southwest Baptist 3-2 Friday night against Kings at 9:00 and 10:00, respectively. They are scheduled to play three games Sunday against Kansas City, Houston and Columbia.

"They're big and they're fast," coach stated. "They have some players that can be a problem."
Travel Woes: Riverwomen Lose Two On Road

by Rebecca Dames of The Current staff

The UM-L. Louis women's soccer team was soundly thumped by winning the first two games of the season. But did it a direct enrollment, and lost their next two games.

The Riverwomen opened the season with a narrow victory over South Carolina State (2-1). At second home game of the season, they struggled with the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee Bears with a 1-0 victory.

We don't have that tough of a schedule. "If I think it's going to be upset, well be upset.

We had a chance to beat them, but the girls had a lot of injuries and were basically just wing it," said Hudson.

"Burton had a lot of chances to get the ball in Wisconsin's game, but just wasn't happening," said Hudson. In both of these games, the tire Riverwomen hung on by their fingertips and collapsed, deflated and beaten.

Good new came from Wisconsin-Milwaukee game, though, as Keke Burton maintained a solid 2.50 goal average, taking a UM-L. Louis record.

Hudson and assistant coach Craig Finkeldey are working with the girls on movement and finishing their shots. "We need to find the open spaces, we're looking for better movement into the box," said Hudson.

The Riverwomen traveled to Kettering Sept. 18, to play Northeast Missouri Bears, who are undefeated. Hudson said, "The team is well mented and has been working hard all week," Hudson

I'm just happy to be here," Coen said. "I feel comfortable already." "I'm happy and I'm getting along well with the team," Coen said.

The UM-L. Louis women's soccer team was soundly thumped by winning the first two games of the season. But did it a direct enrollment, and lost their next two games.

The Riverwomen opened the season with a narrow victory over South Carolina State (2-1). At second home game of the season, they struggled with the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee Bears with a 1-0 victory.

We don't have that tough of a schedule. "If I think it's going to be upset, well be upset.

We had a chance to beat them, but the girls had a lot of injuries and were basically just wing it," said Hudson.

"Burton had a lot of chances to get the ball in Wisconsin's game, but just wasn't happening," said Hudson. In both of these games, the tire Riverwomen hung on by their fingertips and collapsed, deflated and beaten.

Good new came from Wisconsin-Milwaukee game, though, as Keke Burton maintained a solid 2.50 goal average, taking a UM-L. Louis record.

Hudson and assistant coach Craig Finkeldey are working with the girls on movement and finishing their shots. "We need to find the open spaces, we're looking for better movement into the box," said Hudson.

The Riverwomen traveled to Kettering Sept. 18, to play Northeast Missouri Bears, who are undefeated. Hudson said, "The team is well mented and has been working hard all week," Hudson